May 13, 2020



Since the Emergency Declaration on March 17, 2020, Middlesex Centre has
created a three phase recovery plan for our operations that closely align with
the Province, with safety being paramount



Our staff have been able to adapt to changing demands, providing services
with little disruption during the pandemic



The intent now for a municipal recovery is to plan for the resumption of full
operations as the pandemic eases
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Province identified three phases of response to the COVID-19
Emergency: Protect, Restart and Recover



During the Province’s “Protect” Phase, Middlesex Centre has
continued to deliver most business operations and municipal
functions where not required to be closed by Provincial
Emergency Order
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Similar to the Provincial recovery plan, the municipality has
created a three phase recovery plan for our operations that have
been affected which will closely align with the Province, with
safety being paramount.



The impetus to progress from one phase to the next will be based
on how the pandemic is managed as we ‘flatten-the-curve.’ As
such, there are no timelines associated with the plan.



Similar to the Province, the municipal action plan for an
organizational recovery is based on flexibility and adaptability as
we resume all of our operations.
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Considerations:
◦ need to adhere to Provincial Orders, e.g., lifting of ban 5+ people
◦ need to coordinate with shared services, e.g., YMCA, library
◦ desire to coordinate with other lower-tier municipalities
◦ risk tolerance
◦ need to ensure adequate staffing resources and safety
◦ need to ensure safety protocols are in-place
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Business Resumption: Focus is on HOW we do business
 How to bring back employees back into physical workplaces safely
 How the public will use our facilities and interact with employees once open such as:
 Cleaning standards/procedures
 Staggered work hours/hours of operation
 Physical work locations and distancing requirements
 Meeting rooms and usage
 Customer service counters
 IT requirements
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MXC Project Restart is based on
three phases:
◦ Phase I: most facilities, operations,
public areas will remain closed

◦ Phase II: gradual opening of
facilities, operations, public areas
◦ Phase III: complete opening of
facilities, operations, public areas
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Municipal areas open include: general park areas for walk-through
purposes, designated off leash areas, trails (all with defined hours)



Municipal areas closed include: play equipment, splash pads,
skate parks, courts, washroom facilities, sports fields, pavilions,
arenas, community halls



At this stage, municipal facilities will be closed in addition to such
services as libraries, YMCA



The municipal office with have limited staff (no public)



Meetings will remain virtual
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Municipal areas open include Phase I plus: Molson Rink at Komoka
Wellness Centre, washroom facilities, pavilions, some sports fields,
courts, Enviro-Depot expansion of items permitted



Municipal areas closed include: play equipment, splash pads, skate
parks



At this stage, some municipal facilities will begin to open: Wellness
Centre, some community centres on an as-needed basis, and such
services including: libraries (perhaps one branch per municipality),
YMCA



Municipal office open but with coordinated increased staff (public by
appointment only)



Meetings will remain virtual
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At this stage, most municipal facilities and park amenities will
reopen to the public – it may be a scaled approach



Municipal areas closed include: to be determined based on need
and timing



Municipal office will open to the public with appropriate screening
processes in place prior to entering the building



Meetings may remain virtual or a hybrid of in-person and virtual
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This plan is not defined nor is it prescriptive that it will be strictly
adhered to – there may be some services identified that are best
suited in a different phase than referenced in this presentation.



Staff, along with the Emergency Control Group, will monitor the
situation and make adjustments i.e. reopening of parks trails on
May 12, 2020 following Provincial stance on March 9, 2020



Both council and the public will be kept apprised as recovery
efforts are underway once MXC Project Restart is enacted: our
website will be updated to showcase progress:
middlesexcentre.on.ca/covid19
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In communication with higher levels of government on status of grant
projects to move local economy



Support Federation of Canadian Municipalities for sustainable funding
request to municipalities



Monitoring and adapting to changing higher-level government of new relief
programs and measures to help local businesses



Be part of the Warden’s Economic Resiliency Task Force and share ideas
that stem from this working group



Using technology to move municipal business forward and provide customer
service to residents
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dilullo@middlesexcentre.on.ca
519-666-0190 ext. 226
middlesexcentre.on.ca
@MiddlesexCentre
@MiddlesexCentre
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